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GOLD: A ZERO-RISKMONETARY ASSET

ByNick Barisheff, Founder, President andCEOof BMGGroup Inc.

Basel III is a set of international banking regulations developed by
the Bank for International Settlements (“BIS”) to promote sta-
bility in the international financial system. The Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision (“BCBS”), which brings together reg-
ulators from 28 countries, establishes rules governing the ap-
propriate level of capital for banks. The BIS, located in Basel,
Switzerland, hosts the BCBS, which is a separate legal entity with
headquarters at the BIS. These two regulatory bodies play an
important role in the development of international banking su-
pervisory standards. The purpose of Basel III rules is to reduce the
ability of banks to damage the economy by taking on excess risk.
The current version of these rules, known as Basel III, is a key
element of the international regulatory reform agenda put in
motion following the global financial crisis of 2008.

Themission of the BIS, as stated on its website, is “to serve central
banks in their pursuit of monetary and financial stability, to foster
international cooperation in those areas and to act as a bank for
central banks.” The BIS is also the trading agency of the Inter-
national Monetary Fund (“IMF”) and central banks for gold. The
BIS transacts gold on behalf of its customers, which are central
banks.

Private banks were found to be undercapitalized after the fi-
nancial crisis began in 2007. This forced taxpayers, through
governments, to bail out many banks and prompted develop-
ment of a global set of tougher rules known as Basel III. Basel III
rules are supposed to come into full force in 2019. However,
regulatory and market pressure is pushing banks to comply with
the rules sooner than that.

During the 2008 financial crisis, gold was used in international
settlements as a zero-risk asset after many decades of being
sidelined in the monetary system. Since then, the world’s central
banks have been substantially increasing their official gold re-
serves. Gold’s old emergency usefulness resurfaced, albeit be-
hind closed doors, at the BIS in Basel, Switzerland. World official
gold reserves, asofMay2017, reversed41%of the 1967-2008gold
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sales. The world’s central banks hold approximately 18% of all the
above-ground stock of gold.

Peter Bernstein, in his book The Power of Gold, says,

Gold may again serve as the ultimate hedge in chaotic conditions.
Its return to its traditional role as universal money is unlikely,
however, unless the time should come when the dollar, the euro,
and the yen have all failed to function as acceptable means of
payment across international borders.

He considered this possibility of “chaotic conditions” unlikely when
hewrote thebook in the late 1990s (goldwas thenat its lowest level,
around $250) but today, in 2017 after the 2008 financial crisis, it is
extremely likely.

The central banks of developing countries around the world are
increasing their gold reserves since the 2008 financial crisis, while
the central banks of developed countries stopped selling their of-
ficial gold reserves. One exception was Canada, which, at the be-
ginning of 2016, sold its last three tonnes of official gold reserves.

Meanwhile, China not only substantially increased its official gold
reserves but also encouraged its private banks to hold large
amounts of gold. Gold is now part of the Chinese banking system.
According to aWorldGoldCouncil Report, “UnderstandingChina’s
Gold Market” published in 2014, “Gold is synonymous with
money in Chinese culture and has been a preferred form of sav-
ings for generations, so it is not surprising that it [gold] has be-
come an increasingly important part of the financial system.
Most large banks in China offer savers the opportunity to buy gold
bars and coins.” The report also states, “It is our [World Gold

Council] judgment that the amount of gold on China’s banks’
balance sheets has increasedbetween400 tonnes and 1843 tonnes
since 2009.” The report continues by saying that “Following the
authorities’ decision allowingprivate investors tobuygoldbullion in
2004, the Chinese banking industry has developed the supply side
infrastructure to support gold demand and created an innovative
range of gold products.”

In an article written in 2015, economist Kenneth Rogoff, who is a
potential candidate for theUS Federal Reserve’s board of directors,
and a past Fed and IMF economist, suggests emerging markets
should go for the gold. That would mean not to start buying gold,
since they have been buying constantly since 2008 and in large
amounts, but to accelerate their gold buying. He also says that
“Even shifting, say, up to 10% of their reserves into gold would not
bring them anywhere near the many rich countries that hold 60-
70% of their (admittedly smaller) official reserves in gold.”

Gold is becomingmore andmore acceptable to the banking sector,
but strong anti-gold indoctrination that tookplace in the 1980s and
1990s still exists, especially in North America. The election of a gold
bug as president of the United States could accelerate the change
of this anti-gold bias.

As of 2017 gold still represents a fraction of global financial assets.
Gold as a percentage of global financial assets in the 1960swas ten
times that of 2015.
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What is the relationship between Basel rules and gold? Basel rules
are a set of recommendations on capital requirements for private
banks. Bank assets are divided into several groups based on their
perceived riskiness, with bonds and gold in the least risky category.
Banks were required, according to Basel I rules, to cover 8% of their
assets based on a special formula. The objective was that at least a
part of the total banks’ assets would be backed by assets, including
gold, that were perceived as safe.

In Basel II rules, bank assets were divided into three categories: Tier
1 included assets perceived as least risky, and Tier 3 included assets
perceived as risky. Gold under Basel II rules was treated as either
Tier 1 or Tier 3 capital, since the BCBS stipulated that “at national
discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated
basis to the extent backed by bullion liabilities can be treated
as cash and therefore risk-weighted at 0%.”

Basel III rules abolished the Tier 3 capital class, and all assets fell
under either Tier 1 or Tier 2 capital. InBasel III, gold’s liquidityhaircut
is increasing to 85% from 50%. This percentage is used to help
calculate a so-called liquidity buffer known as the net stable
funding ratio (“NSFR”) that all banks must hold from 2018. The
higher the NSFR, the more funding is needed to meet the overall
NSFR requirement.

However, the announcement of the US Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (“FDIC”) made on June 18, 2012, and adopted on Au-
gust 30, 2012, states that

A zero percent risk weight to cash owned and held in all of a
banking organization’s offices or in transit; gold bullion held in the
banking organization’s own vaults, or held in another deposi-
tory institution’s vaults on an allocated basis to the extent gold
bullion assets are offset by gold bullion liabilities.

So gold was considered riskless in the US under Basel II rules and
recommendations, and it will remain this way under Basel III pro-
visions. The announcement also states that

the final rule defines financial collateral as collateral in the form of:
(1) Cash on deposit with the banking organization (including cash
held for the banking organization by a third-party custodian or
trustee); (2) gold bullion; . . . .

The European Commission did not automatically consider gold a
riskless asset, but charged theEuropeanBankingAuthority (“EBA”)
with the task of identifying which assets are to be legally deemed
riskless. However, the European Parliament expressly pointed to
gold as a highly liquid asset that should be taken into consideration
by the EBA. The EBA, in its report of December 2013 on appropriate
uniform definitions of extremely high quality liquid assets (“Ex-
tremely HQLA”) and high quality liquid assets (“HQLA”) and on

operational requirements for liquid assets, states that “neither
equities or goldwere found to qualify as assets of high liquidity and
credit quality as they failed on the price volatility criteria.”

The London BullionMarket Association (“LBMA”) asked the EBA to
reconsider gold as a “high quality, liquid asset.” An analysis for the
World Gold Council by Europe Economics in 2013, “The liquidity of
gold under proposed EBA liquidity tests,” found that,

Out of the five dimensions of liquidity that we identify in this paper,
namely scale, diversity, correlation of price with need, transactions
costs and price impact, gold performs well in four of these (scale,
correlation of price with need, transaction costs, and price impact)
under various measures.

Today, in Basel III’s language, gold’s liquidity haircut has increased
to 85% from 50%. However, a repeat of the 2008 financial crisis,
but on a larger scale, would in our view change things in favour of
considering gold a0% risk asset, as it was considered by theworld’s
central banks during the 2008 financial crisis. We hear also of an
increasing acceptance of gold as part of the internationalmonetary
system both in academia and in the central bank sector. A sub-
stantial increase of world official gold reserves since the 2008 fi-
nancial crisis confirms it.

The status of gold as a risk-free asset in Basel III will certainly have a
positive effect on the price of gold, as I am sure the gold Shariah
standard, which was adopted at the end of 2016, will also have.
Gold was accepted for the first time as an investment in Islamic
finance after the group that sets standards for the industry adopted
Shariah-compliant rules for trading gold. The rules approved allow
gold to be used in the $1.88 trillion Islamic finance business.

The world banking sector will take a little longer to abandon its
false anti-gold indoctrination, but it will. Gold is already a de facto
zero-risk asset and has been for thousands of years. As it stands,
Basel III, according to LBMA and other industry bodies, makes
funding gold transactions for commercial banks difficult and in-
creases the cost of doing business. But as the reset of the inter-
national monetary system approaches, gold will be adopted even
by the banking establishment, irrespective of Basel rules, as the
only riskless asset, as the Chinese and Indians are already doing.
Movement in that direction can already be observed in Europe, and
even in the US.

In a recent Financial Times article, we learned that not only world
central banks but also sovereign funds are stocking up on record
gold reserves amid uncertainty. The allure of gold, helpedby ’haven
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asset’ status and rising prices, is attracting world sovereign funds
andcentral banks. The article says that “gold reserves of theworld’s
biggest public sector investors reached an 18-year high as they
hoarded the precious metal after Donald Trump’s election and the
Brexit vote added to geopolitical uncertainty.” Basel III will have to
adjust to reality sooner or later. There is already talk of a Basel IV,
evenbeforeBasel III comes into full force in 2019.Wedonot exclude
gold being risk-weighted at 0% in a Basel IV update, andwould not
be surprised if that happened in the next financial crisis or soon
after.

POSTSCRIPT

Since I penned this article, several events have accelerated and
confirmed gold’s role in banking viability and its strategic place in
portfolio design. Canada’s top financial regulator, the Office of the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions (“OSFI”), confirmed early
last year that 2019will be the first full calendar year that theBasel III
ruleswill be enforced.Goldheld in an institution’s vault(s), or held in
trust (i.e., monetary gold) now qualifies as “a 0% risk weighting for
risk-based capital purposes.” The Bank for International Settle-
ments has posted these reforms on its website. Canadian banks are
now free to addmonetary gold to their increased reserve positions,
and to treat it in the same way as they would cash or AAA-rated
government bonds. On January 31 of this year, the World Gold
Council revealed that global central banks, in response to the Basel
III rule changes and growing political and market uncertainty, ad-
ded 651metric tonnes of gold to their reserves in 2018. This is a 50-
year record, and represents a 74% year-over-year increase in net
purchases. It is also probable that current institutional demand is
reflective of the harsh reality facing the gold mining sector. The
trifecta of declining resources, compounding regulatory and en-
vironmental burdens increasing the time to production, and few to
no new major discoveries will lead to supply shortages. The ex-
plosive growth in monetary demand for gold and the dramatic
decline in gold production will certainly buoy the price well into the
future — independent of broader market conditions. However,
when the next financial crisis arrives and capital is forced to seek an
alternative to more traditional assets for banking viability and li-
quidity, both institutional and retail demand will seek this asset
class for the same reasons that they have for millennia — peace of
mind.

https://www.gold.org/goldhub/research/gold-demand-trends/
gold-demand-trends-full-year-2018/central-banks-and-other-
institutions

Nick Barisheff, Founder, President and CEO of BMGGroup Inc., can
be reached at N.Barisheff@bmg-group.com.

THEROLEOF CHIEF TAX COUNSEL FOR
INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE CLIENTS

By David S. Kerzner, Ph.D.,1 Kerzner Law

Tax mistakes are among the most costly. They can decimate the
lifetime work of a client to save and invest for themselves and for
their families in their succession. During themany years I have been
fixing international tax problems, I have seen that a common de-

nominator is a failure of process. As I write in my book with Arthur
Cockfield, JSD (Stanford), International Taxation: Core Concepts,2

international taxationmay be summed up in six words: a process, a
process, aprocess.Byenlistinga taxprofessional toassume the role
of chief tax counsel, a family can add a unifying legal perspective to
create or enhance a process surrounding their international affairs.

Tax issues or problems that cannot be seen cannot be brought to
the attention of clients for their understanding and direction. What
can and often does happen is that these problems lie dormant,
sometimes for years, until they without warning explode. Very
frequently I have seen this arise in cross border taxation involving
private financial investments, retirement and estate planning, and
owner-managed corporations. These are clients with professional
advisors from firms and institutions in both Canada and the United
States. International private clients have tax and related legal
issues which are commonly both multi-disciplinary (financial, ac-
counting, legal) andmulti-jurisdictional (national and sub-national
jurisdictions). However, problems can more readily occur for two
reasons. First, the group of professionals advising the client are not
speaking with one another; and second, no one professional un-
derstands the tax and related legal issues facing the client.

A lawyer acting in the role of chief tax counsel can play a unifying
role inworkingwith the client to create anddrive aprocess fostering
a more cohesive and holistic team-based approach around a cli-
ent’s tax and related legal issues. A lawyer has a fiduciary re-
lationship with his clients’ interests and in representing his clients
must place their interests above all other interests in the area of
representation and must treat clients fairly.3 Indeed, it has been
said that lawyers occupy a “uniqueposition of trust and confidence”
towards clients.4 The “unique fiduciary reliance stemming from
people hiring attorneys to exercise professional judgment on a
client’s behalf. . .is imbuedwith ultimate trust and confidence.”5 As
Professor Gillers observes, the duty of loyalty is a subset of fiduciary
duty and requires the lawyer to pursue and to be free to pursue the
client’s objectives unfettered by conflicting responsibilities or in-
terests.6 A lawyer also has an obligation: to be a zealous advocate
of a clients’ interest; of confidentiality; avoidance of conflict of in-
terest; and a duty of candor to fully disclose any information that is
relevant to a client’s interests.7 In regard to the duty to inform and
advise a client, the court in Nichols v. Keller observed:8

One of an attorney’s basic functions is to advise. Not only should an
attorney furnish advice when requested, but he or she should also
volunteer opinions when necessary to further the client’s objectives.
The attorney need not advise and caution of every possible
alternative, but only of those that may result in adverse con-
sequences if not considered.

Contemplating changing the dynamics of a private client re-
lationship to on-board another professional to create a new dia-
logue relating to the financial, business, legal, and accounting

1 DavidS. Kerzner is aU.S. andCanadian cross border tax lawyer practicing in
Toronto.

2 Thomson-Reuters, 2nd Edition, 2017.
3 Stephen Gillers, Regulation of Lawyers Problems of Law and Ethics [Wolters

Kluwer, New York, 2015] [Gillers], at 54.
4 Ibid, citing Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy v. Boon, 13 F.3d 537 (2d Circ.

1994).
5 Ibid, citing Matter of Cooperman, 633 N.E.2d 1069 (N.Y. 1994).
6 Ibid, at 55.
7 Arthur Cockfield, Introduction to Legal Ethics, 2nd Edition [Lexis Nexis,

Toronto, 2016] at 229.
8 15 Cal. App. 4th 1672, 19 Cal. Rptr. 2d 601 (1993), cited in Gillers at 55.
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affairs of a client is no small undertaking. Both the ramp-up and
ongoingwork to bring about a unified professional effort to support
a client are likely to be costly, time consuming, and viewed as
invasive. Against the increasing complexities of the tax laws and
compliance of Canada and the United States, the unprecedented
shift to global transparency, and the new age of enforcement, the
merits of adding a chief tax counsel must be weighed. The costs of
complyingwith thenewU.S. international tax ruleson transition tax
and GILTI tax regimes for private investors in Canada is also
monumental and formany, was entirely preventable. Knowledge is
still power.9

David Kerzner, Ph.D., Kerzner Law, can be reached at 416-594-
1596 or david@kerznerlaw.com.

RELOCATING TO THEUS? DON’T FORGET
ABOUT SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES

By Paul Bercovici, LL.B., Principal, Marks Paneth LLP

Historically, many Canadians have crossed the 49th parallel to live
andwork in the United States.With the recent coming into effect of
the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement and the trends to-
ward increased globalization and work force mobility, the reloca-
tion of Canadians to live and work in the US is bound to continue.
While it is common forCanadianswho relocate to theUS to focuson
income tax issues, social security tax issues are often overlooked. It
is important that the social security tax issues associated with such
moves be considered, especially in light of the fact that social se-
curity taxes in both countries often account for a significant portion
of the overall tax burden imposed on individual taxpayers.

BRIEF OVERVIEWOF THE US SOCIAL SECURITY TAX
SYSTEM

Whilemany commentators questionwhether theUS social security
tax system can remain solvent, for the time being it still exists.
Politically, it may be next to impossible to eliminate the social
security system, particularly with so many “baby boomers” (i.e.,
voters) already collectingor poised to collect social security benefits
in the near future. Social security coverage provides retirement
benefits, survivors and disability benefits and medical insurance
(Medicare) benefits.

Under the current system, employees are responsible for paying
one-half of required social security andMedicare contributions and
employers are responsible for paying the other half. Self-employed
individuals are responsible for paying the entire amount of social
security and Medicare contributions but are entitled to relief in the
form of an “above-the-line” deduction for one-half of the social se-
curity andMedicare taxes that they pay. The term “above-the-line”
deductionmeans that theamount is deducted fromgross income in
determining the taxpayer’s adjusted gross income (“AGI”).

For 2019, themaximum amount of wages subject to social security
tax is $132,900. Employees and employers each pay social security
tax at a rate of 6.2%. Therefore, the maximum amount of social
security tax paidby an employee and employer in 2019 is $8,239.80
(i.e., 6.2%of 132,900). Self-employed individualspay social security
tax at a 12.4% rate up to the $132,900 limit but do get some relief in

the form of an “above-the-line” deduction for one-half of the social
security tax paid. The Medicare tax is imposed at the rate of 1.45%
each for employees and employers, or 2.9% for self-employed in-
dividuals, and is not subject to a wage limit. In addition, individuals
with earned income in excess of $200,000 ($250,000 for married
couples filing jointly) pay an additional 0.9% in Medicare taxes.

In order to become entitled to receive social security benefits, an
individualmust accrue at least forty “credits”. An individual accrues
one “credit” for each calendar quarterworked. Therefore, in order to
be entitled to claim social security benefits an individual must have
contributed to the social security system for at least ten years.

THE CANADA-US SOCIAL SECURITY TAX TREATY

Asageneral rule, an individual is required to contribute to the social
security tax system of the country where the individual lives and
works. Therefore, as a general rule, a Canadian individual who lives
andworks in theUSwouldbe required to contribute to theUSsocial
security system.

Canada and the US entered into a social security tax treaty on
August 1, 1984 (the “U.S.-Canadian Social Security Agreement” or
the “Agreement”). The US also entered into an “understanding”
with the Province of Quebec, effective August 1, 1984. The terms of
theUS-Quebec “understanding” are very similar to the terms of the
U.S.-Canadian Social Security Agreement.

Social security tax treaties, like income tax treaties, supersede the
domestic law of the countries that are parties to a particular
agreement. Social security tax treaties are commonly referred to as
“totalization agreements”. The primary purpose of social security
tax treaties is to ensure that employees and self-employed in-
dividuals are not required to pay into the social security tax systems
of both countries for the samework or be permitted to collect social
security benefits under both systems. The U.S.-Canadian Social
SecurityAgreementalsoprovides that individualswho intend to live
and work in the host country for five years or less are required to
continue to pay into their home country system and not into the
host country system.

The full text of the U.S.-Canadian Social Security Agreement and
Description of the Agreement are available on the Social Security
Administration website at ssa.gov/international/totalization_a-
greements and on Taxnet Pro.1

KEY PROVISIONS OF THE US-CANADA SOCIAL
SECURITY AGREEMENT

Part II, Article V, paragraph 12 of the Agreement ensures that an
individual will not be subject to both US and Canadian social se-
curity taxes for the same work by providing that a Canadian em-
ployee who works in the US shall only be required to contribute to
the US social security system with respect to such work.

9 # Copyright, David S. Kerzner.

1

2

http://www.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?forceto=v2.taxnetpro.com&-
docname=uuid(I8da5e35728873eeae0440003ba833f85)&rp=%2f-
find%2fdefault.wl&rs=TNPR11.10&findtype=l&fn=_top&vr=2.0&ft=l&re-
ferencepositiontype=T.
Part II, Article V, paragraph 1 provides that “[e]xcept as otherwise provided 
in this Article, an employed person who works in the territory of one of the 
Contracting States shall, in respect of that work, be subject to the laws of 
only that Contracting State.”
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Part II, Article V, paragraph 63 of the Agreement provides that
earnings from self-employment are subject to social security taxes
where the self-employed individual lives and works.

Part II, Article V, subparagraph 2(a)4 provides that where a Cana-
dianemployee is sentbyhis or herCanadianemployer towork in the
US for the Canadian employer or an affiliate of the Canadian em-
ployer for a period of time that is not expected to exceed five years,
such Canadian employee is required to continue to pay into the
Canadian social security tax system and not into the US system.
This provision is commonly referred to as the “detached worker”
exception and is extremely important because, as noted earlier, in
order for individuals to be entitled to receive benefits under the US
social security system theymust contribute into theUS system for a
minimumof ten years. In aworst case scenario, a “detachedworker”
who mistakenly pays into the US system instead of continuing to
pay into the Canadian system could live and work in the US for as
many as 19 quarters (five years less one calendar quarter), con-
tribute to the US social security system (and not the Canadian
system) for all 19 quarters and not be eligible to receive US social
securitybenefits because theyhadnot contributed to theUSsystem
for a minimum of 40 quarters.

“Detached workers” are required to have their Canadian employer
apply for a Certificate of Coverage from the Canada Revenue
Agency (the “CRA”).5 A Certificate of Coverage issued by the CRA
establishes that the “detached worker” remains subject to the
coverage provisions of the Canada Pension Plan during their an-
ticipated five-year or less period of residence in theUSand that they
are exempt from having to pay social security taxes on the same
earnings to theUS.Canadianswhoexpect to live andwork in theUS
for five years or less arewell advised to ask their Canadian employer
to submit the request for aCertificateofCoveragewell in advanceof
their anticipated temporary relocation to the US. Certificates of
Coverage are not required to be filed with the Internal Revenue
Service (“IRS”) but should be retained by the “detached worker’s
employer in case of an audit by the IRS.

There is also provision for self-employed persons who would
otherwise be subject to social security taxes in both countries to

apply for Certificates of Coverage. Self-employed persons who are
exempt from US social security taxes are required to attach a
photocopy of the Certificate of Coverage to their income tax return
each year as proof of exemption from US social security taxes.

It should also be noted that the Description to the U.S.-Canadian
Social Security Agreement provides a chart which summarizes the
liability for Canadian and US social security taxes based on an
individual’s particular work status and the anticipated duration of
their stay in the host country.

CONCLUSION

Social security tax liability is often overlooked when Canadians
temporarily or permanently relocate to the US to live and work. As
noted, social security tax liability canbequite significant.Canadians
who intend to permanently relocate to the US to live and work will
generally become subject to US social security taxes for work done
subsequent to their relocation to the US. In such cases, certain
provisions of the U.S.-Canadian Social Security Agreement ensure
that such an individual will not be required to also contribute to the
Canadian social security system. It is also crucial to bear in mind
that Canadians who are sent by their Canadian employer to work in
the US for the Canadian employer or an affiliate of the Canadian
employer are required to continue to pay into the Canadian system,
and not to pay into the US system. This result is achieved by ap-
plying for a Certificate of Coverage from the CRA. The issuance of a
Certificate of Coverage in such circumstances is especially im-
portant in light of the requirement that an individual does not
becomeeligible to collect benefits under theUS systemunless they
have contributed to the US system for a minimum of 40 quarters.

Paul Bercovici, LL.B., Principal, Marks Paneth LLP, New York, New
York.

Paul can be reached at PBercovici@markspaneth.com.

TAX-FREE SAVINGS ACCOUNTS: BEWAREOF
THE PITFALLS

By Jenny Du, Associate, Miller Thomson LLP, and
John Grant, Partner, Miller Thomson LLP

In 2009, the federal government introduced the tax-free savings
account (“TFSA”) in an effort to incentivise Canadians to save. This
general purpose savings account allows individuals to contribute
after-tax funds into the TFSA and make withdrawals at any time.
The main perk of the TFSA is that income derived from qualified
investments held in a TFSA such as interest, dividends and capital
gains are not taxable, allowing for tax-free growth.1

In the ten years since its inception, the TFSA has increasingly be-
come the account of choice for Canadian investors. The flexibility
and tax savings offered by the TFSAmakes it an extremely valuable
investment tool, particularly for those who are not yet investing
towards retirement. Taxpayers must, however, take care to avoid
the various accompanying “pitfalls” of the TFSA. The provisions
governing the TFSA are extensive and extremely complex. For the

3 Part II, Article V, paragraph 6 provides that “[w]here, but for this Article, a
person would be covered under the laws of both Contracting States in
respect of earnings from self-employment, that person shall, in respect
thereof, be subject only to the laws of Canada if that person is considered to
be resident in Canada for the purposes of the relevant provisions of those
laws, and only to United States laws in any other case.”

4 Part II, Article V, subparagraph 2(a) provides that “[w]here a person who is
normally employed in the territory of one Contracting State and who is
covered under its laws in respect of work performed for an employer having
a place of business in that territory is sent by that employer to work for the
same employer in the territory of the other Contracting State, the person
shall be subject to the laws of only the first Contracting State in respect of
that work, as if it were performed in the territory of the first Contracting
State. The preceding sentence shall apply provided that the period of work
in the territory of the other Contracting State is not expected to exceed 60
months. For purposes of applying this sub-paragraph, an employer and an
affiliated company of that employer (as defined under the laws of the
Contracting State fromwhich the person was sent) shall be considered one
and the same, provided that the employment in the other ContractingState
would have been subject to the laws on compulsory coverage of the
Contracting State from which the person was sent in the absence of this
Agreement.

5 An application for a Certificate of Coverage is made on CRA FormCPT56—
Certificate of Coverage Under the Canada Pension Plan Pursuant to Article
V of the Agreement on Social Security Between Canada and the United
States.

1 Subsection 146.2(6) of the Income Tax Act, RSC 1985, c 1 (5th Supp) (the
“ITA”). Unless otherwise stated, all legislative references herein are to the
ITA.
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unwary taxpayers that find themselves inadvertently offside these
rules, the consequences canbe very harsh, if not draconian at times.

This article identifies three key considerations that taxpayers should
bear in mind when investing through a TFSA.

FIRST: THE CONTRIBUTION LIMIT

The amount that a taxpayer can contribute to the TFSA is limited.
Starting in 2009, an individual who is over the age of 18 and resides
in Canada begins to accumulate contribution room for their TFSA.
The “TFSA dollar limit” (being the annual contribution room that
accrues each year) varies from year to year.2 If the individual does
not contribute the maximum amount of the TFSA dollar limit for
the year, the portion that is unused is added to the individual’s
“unused TFSA contribution room” and may be carried forward for
use in future years.

The “unused TFSA contribution room” is a defined term in sub-
section 207.01(1) and represents themaximumamount that can be
contributed by the taxpayer to a TFSA in a particular taxation year.
The “unused TFSA contribution room” for a particular taxation year
is the unused TFSA contribution room at the end of the preceding
calendar year, any withdrawals made by the taxpayer in the pre-
ceding calendar year, the TFSA dollar limit for the year, less any
contributionsmade by the individual to a TFSA during the year. As
such, there can be many moving parts to keep track of yearly.

If the taxpayer contributes an amount in excess of the unused TFSA
contribution room, the excess portion will be subject to a penalty
tax. Pursuant to section 207.02, the amount of penalty tax is equal
to 1% on the excess amount, calculated and payable on a monthly
basis. This penalty tax will continue to apply until the excess
amount is withdrawn or until additional contribution room is cre-
ated in subsequent taxation years that can cover the excess
amount. Given that it is payable on amonthly basis, the 1% penalty
tax is quite significant.

The TFSA contribution limit does not apply separately to each bank
or TFSA account — the unused TFSA contribution room applies to
all TFSA accounts of the taxpayer. Thus, taxpayers that have
multiple TFSA accounts need to keep track of their total con-
tributions for all accounts to ensure that no excess contributions
have been made.

We find that one of the major reasons for inadvertent over-con-
tributions is due to taxpayers making a withdrawal and then re-
contributing funds in the same year. As noted above, a taxpayer’s
“unused TFSA contribution room” is increased by the amount of
withdrawals made in the preceding taxation year. In other words,
funds withdrawn from a TFSA does not restore contribution room
until the following calendar year. Thus, if the taxpayer had pre-
viously contributed the full amount of the unused TFSA contribu-
tion room in the year, then subsequentlymadeawithdrawal and re-
contribution in the same year, the entirety of the re-contribution
would be an over-contribution subject to the 1% penalty.

Another issue arises from in-kind contributions (i.e., contributions
of securities) to a TFSA. Such property must be contributed at fair
market value (“FMV”), and the determination of fair market value is
not always straightforward. For example, the CRA has stated that
the FMV of a particular warrant, option or similar right is a question
of fact and that the intrinsic value of such security is not reflective of
its FMV.3 While the CRA notes that an “appropriate” valuation
method should be used, it does not provide any guidance on what
kind of valuation method would be considered appropriate. An
over-contribution may arise where CRA concludes that the FMV of
security contributions are higher than the amount determined by
the taxpayer. Thus, when making in-kind contributions, taxpayers
should obtain sufficient supporting documentation to justify the
FMV.

SECOND: QUALIFYING, NON-QUALIFYING AND
PROHIBITED INVESTMENTS

The TFSA is a “registered plan”, as defined under subsection
207.01(1). Registered plans set up as a trust may only hold in-
vestments that are qualified investments, otherwise very significant
penalties will result.

The term “qualified investment” is defined in subsection 207.01(1)
and includes a wide range of properties such as:4

. money, guaranteed investment certificates and other deposits;

. most securities listed on a designated stock exchange;

. mutual funds and segregated funds;

. Canada Savings Bonds and provincial savings bonds;

. debt obligations of a corporation listed on a designated stock
exchange;

. obligations that have an investment grade rating; and,

. insured mortgages or hypothecs.

Investments that are not qualified investments are “non-qualified
investments”.5 As a result of subsection 146.2(6), tax-free treat-
ment under the TFSA is not extended to non-qualified investments.
Income (i.e., interest or dividends) earned or capital gains on the
non-qualified investment will be subject to the usual tax rules
under Part I of the ITA.

Certain investments may also fall within the definition of “pro-
hibited investment”. As defined in subsection 207.01(1), prohibited
investments include:

. a debt of the holder of the TFSA;

. a debt or share of, or an interest in, a corporation, trust or
partnership in which the holder has a significant interest;

2 The TFSA dollar limit was $5,000 for 2009-2012, $5,500 for 2013-2014,
and increased to $10,000 for 2015 under the Conservative government. For
years ending after 2015, the TFSA dollar limit is based on the $5,000 limit
for 2009, indexed to account for inflation each year and rounded to the
nearest $500. Thus, the TFSA dollar limit was $5,500 for 2016-2018 and is
$6,000 for 2019.

3 See for example CRA View 2009-0305431E5.
4 CRA Folio S3-F10-C1 — “Qualified Investments — RRSPs, RESPs, RRIFs,

RDSPs and TFSAs”. In addition to the definition of “qualified investment” in
subsection 207.01(1), section 4900 of the Income Tax Regulations, CRC
1977, c 945 (the “Regulations”) set out additional prescribed investments
that constitute qualifying investments.

5 See subsection 207.01(1).
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. adebt or share of, or an interest in, a person or partnershipwith
which the holder does not deal at arm’s length;

. an interest in, or a right to acquire, a debt, share or interest
described in any of the preceding bullets; and,

. other prescribed property under section 4900(15) of the
Regulations.

Income earned or capital gains realized by the TFSA on prohibited
investments are subject to a 100% advantage tax under section
207.05. Essentially, the tax is equal to (and thereforewipes out) the
entirety of any returns earned on, or any increase in value of, the
investment. Where an investment is both a non-qualified invest-
ment as well as a prohibited investment, the investment will be
deemed to be a prohibited investment only and is taxed accord-
ingly.

Additionally, when either non-qualified investments or prohibited
investments are acquired by a TFSA that governs a trust, section
207.04 applies a hefty 50% penalty tax calculated on the fair
market value of the property at that time. Taxpayers are often
caught off-guard by this penalty tax when the nature of a security
held in a TFSA has changed such that it no longer meets the de-
finition of a qualified security. Although the TFSA has not “ac-
quired” a new non-qualified or prohibited investment, subsection
207.01(6) provides that where a property held by a TFSA trust
becomes a non-qualified or prohibited investment, there will be a
deemed disposition and re-acquisition by the trust of such property
at FMV, thereby triggering the 50% penalty tax.

Another typical pitfall we see arises when taxpayers have de-
termined that a particular security is a qualified investment. The
analysis, however, cannot end here — an investment that is a
qualified investment can nevertheless still fall within the definition
of “prohibited investment”. In such situations, the 100% advantage
tax and 50% penalty tax will apply.

There is some reprieve for taxpayers who find themselves inad-
vertently offside on the non-qualified and prohibited investment
rules. In respect of the 50% penalty tax, subsection 207.04(4)
specifically provides that a refund is available (1) where the taxpayer
didnothaveactual or constructive knowledge that thepropertywas
a non-qualified or prohibited investment; and (2) the property is
taken out of the TFSA before the end of calendar year following the
year inwhich the section 207.04 penalty tax arose or such later year
as the Minister considers to be reasonable. Relief may also be
sought under section 207.06, which grants the Minister a general
discretion to waive all or part of the tax liabilities imposed under
PartXI.01 (including section207.02 tax onexcess contributions, the
50%penalty tax under section207.04 and the 100%advantage tax
under section 207.05) of the ITA if the Minister considers it just and
equitable to do so.

THIRD: TRADING IN SECURITIES

Tax-free treatmentunderaTFSA is not availablewith respect toany
gains associatedwith abusiness carriedon (or deemed tobe carried
on) by a TFSA trust.6 Such gains will be taxed even where the
trading is in respect of qualified securities, as long as the trading
constitutes the carrying on of a business.7

In recent years, CRA has focused their efforts on auditing and re-
assessing taxpayers for actively trading securities in their TFSA. At
the 2017 STEP Conference, CRA noted:

The CRA is committed to maintaining a compliance presence on
high risk TFSA transactions to ensure that the provisions of the
Income Tax Act

. . . [T]he determination of whether a particular taxpayer carries on a
business is a question of fact that can only be determined following
a review of the taxpayer’s particular circumstances. Interpretation
Bulletin IT-479R, Transactions in Securities sets out factors
developed by the courts that are relevant in determining whether
transactions in securities constitute carrying on a business. There is
nothing unique to TFSAswhendeterminingwhether transactions in
securities constitute carrying on a business.

According to IT-479R, the following factors suggest that the TFSA
trust is carrying on a business:

. frequency and history of transactions;

. short period of ownership of securities;

. the taxpayer has some knowledge of or experience in the
securities markets;

. security transactions form a part of a taxpayer’s ordinary
business;

. the taxpayer spends a substantial amount of time studying the
securities markets and investigating potential purchases;

. security purchases are financed primarily through some form
of debt;

. the taxpayer has advertised or otherwise made it known that
the taxpayer is willing to purchase securities; and,

. in the case of shares, the shares are speculative in nature or are
not accompanied by a right to receive dividends.

As a general rule, while a single individual factor may not be suf-
ficient to characterize the trading activities as a business, CRA will
look at all of the applicable factors, together with a consideration of
the entire course of conduct as awhole. Further, where the taxpayer
intended to dispose of securities in a way that produces gains and
the taxpayer’s transactions are carried on in the way similar to that
of a trader or dealer in securities, CRA will generally conclude that
the gains are income from a business.

A helpful case demonstrating an analysis of the above factors is
Sandnes v. R.,8 where the Tax Court of Canada considered the
meaning of the term “trader in securities”. In this case, the taxpayer
had acquired a substantial number of common shares in a com-
pany through a private placement, as well as warrants entitling the
taxpayer to acquire additional common shares of the company
when exercised. These were the only two acquisitions of securities
made by the taxpayer. In the year following the acquisition, the
taxpayer sold the shares in approximately 40 separate transac-
tions. Given the frequency of these transactions, CRA argued that

6 See subsection 146.2(6).

7 As confirmed by CRA in View 2014-0538221C6: that for TFSAs, trading in
qualified securities is not an exception.

8 2004 TCC 244 (T.C.C. [General Procedure]).
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the taxpayerwas a trader in securities and that thegains realizedon
the same should be on account of income rather than capital.

The Court considered the factors outlined in IT-479R, noting that
the taxpayer had no special knowledge of the company or in fi-
nancial markets in general, nor did he spend significant time to
study the market to determine the best time to sell. The high
number of sales, with no other badges of trade, was not determi-
native of trading. The Court noted that “[t]he trader, by definition, is
one carrying on the business of buying and selling” [emphasis in
original].9 In this case, the taxpayer was essentially only engaged in
selling. While there is no principal stating that one cannot be a
trader in only one stock, the Court commented that this “does
stretch considerably the concept of ”carrying on a business“,
especially if the stock is thinly traded.10 The Court thus concluded
that the taxpayer was not a trader. Further, viewing the taxpayer’s
conduct as a whole, the Court’s overall impression of the taxpayer’s
conduct is that of an investor regularly cashing in an investment, as
opposed to an adventurer in the nature of trade. The taxpayer’s
disposition of shares were found to be on capital account.

CRAhasnoted that in the context of a trustgovernedbyaTFSA that
invests in publicly-listed put and call options, the qualified invest-
ment rules generally do not apply to the writing of an option be-
cause no property is actually acquired at the time the option is sold.
However, a TFSA trust that engages in optionwriting strategies that
are speculative in nature may be considered to be carrying on a
business and therefore taxable on any premiums or other income
attributable to such activities, depending on the facts and cir-
cumstances.11

Given the above, taxpayers who are particularly active in managing
their investments or who prefer to invest in speculative securities
should carefully consider whether there is a risk that the TFSA trust
could be found to be carrying on a business. If the risk is substantial,
itmaybebetter towithdraw such securities from the TFSA, creating
additional contribution room for investments that can be on amore
long-term basis.

In closing, we encourage those using TFSAs to be vigilant to ensure
they don’t inadvertently fall into these pitfalls. As briefly discussed
above, the consequences can be harsh.

This article provides only a simplified overviewof the definitions and
rules regarding qualified, non-qualified, and prohibited invest-
ments. Given the complexity of these provisions and the significant
consequences that could potentially arise, taxpayers who are un-
sure of the nature of their investments are encouraged to seek
professional advicebeforemaking suchcontributions to their TFSA.

Jenny Du is an Associate in the Tax & Customs Dispute Resolution
Group at Miller Thomson LLP. Jenny can be reached at 416-597-
4343 or jdu@millerthomson.com.

John Grant is a Partner in the Tax & Customs Dispute Resolution
Group at Miller Thomson LLP. John can be reached at 416-595-
7905 or jgrant@millerthomson.com.

SHOULD YOU USE A CORPORATE EXECUTOR
FOR YOUR WILL?

By Tina Tehranchian, MA, CFP1, CLU1, CHFC1, Branch Manager 
and Senior Wealth Advisor, Assante Capital Management Ltd.

Choosing an executor can often be one of the toughest decisions 
you need to make when making or updating your will. While most of 
us only think of family or friends when it comes to executors, 
choosing a corporate trustee can be a prudent choice in some 
circumstances.

While the fees associated with appointing a corporate executor can 
seem high, the fees may be well worth it when it comes to complex 
estates or situations where family dynamics may lead to hurt 
feelings or protracted estate litigation.

REDUCING STRESS

For one thing, loss of a loved one is always a very emotionally 
stressful situation for friends and family. By appointing a corporate 
trustee, you can help alleviate this stress and allow your family to 
grieve without having to worry about handling estate settlement 
duties.

For a fee (that can be up to 5% of the value of the estate and would 
usually decrease as a percentage based on the size of the estate), a 
corporate executor can administer all aspects of settling an estate 
from paying utility bills for properties owned by the estate until they 
are sold, to communicating with each of the beneficiaries and filing 
all legal and government paperwork required for settling an estate.

If you want your family or friends to be involved in the estate ad-
ministration process, you can also appoint a corporate trustee in 
your will to serve as co-executor along with your family member or 
friend, to ease the burden of estate administration.

COMPLEX ESTATES

If you have a complex estate, with multiple properties, businesses, 
an art collection, off shore assets, and the like, and doubt if your 
family or friends may have the expertise to handle the adminis-
tration of your estate then a corporate executor can be a good 
choice.

PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF YOUR EXECUTOR

Sometimes, you may have a family member or friend who is very 
competent and capable of handling the complexities of your estate, 
but you should consider if they will have the time or interest to act in 
that capacity. Also, you need to consider if at the time of your death, 
their life circumstances may have changed making it difficult or 
impossible for them to act as your executor. At the minimum, you 
should give full powers to your estate trustee to appoint an agent to 
handle the administration of your estate. By doing this you will 
enable them to hire a corporate executor if their circumstances do 
not allow them to act in that capacity personally.

SECOND MARRIAGES AND BLENDED FAMILIES

A corporate trustee can be very useful in cases where there have 
been second marriages and blended families too, as they can help9 Sandnes at para 20.

10 Ibid, at para 23.
11 See CRA View 2010-0364811E5.
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keep family harmony in place and keep everyone’s emotions in
check.

CONTINUITY IN ESTATE ADMINISTRATION

Corporate trustees can also help ensure continuity in the admin-
istration of an estate and this is particularly important when tes-
tamentary trusts have been established. You always need to
consider the fact that a family member or a friend that you appoint
as your trustee may want to retire at some point in the future.

PHYSICAL DISTANCE

We also live in a time where family members may live in different
cities, or countries, making it extremely difficult for them to act as
trustees without disrupting their personal lives. In such situations,
corporate trustees can ease the burden for the entire family.

FEES

Fees can always be a big concern when appointing a corporate
executor. Most trust companies charge a one-time fee based on a
percentage of the assets in the estate and this percentage typically
declines for larger estates. For example, a trust company may
charge 4% on the first $500,000 of assets of an estate, a pro-
gressively lower percentage rate on estate assets above that
threshold. Also, different trust companies accept different mini-
mum estate sizes to manage. Some may require a minimum of
$500,000, while others may require a minimum of $1,000,000.
Therefore, you should consult with a trust company to make sure
that you qualify for their services and their fees are reasonable given
your circumstances before appointing them as your corporate ex-
ecutor. Fees can be negotiated based on the complexity of your
estate and several other factors.

If your corporate executor has to manage a trust for your estate,
theywould charge an annual administration fee plus an investment
management fee for managing those assets. Any legal or admin-
istrative fees would also be billed to the estate by the corporate
executor.

SUMMARY

While a corporate trustee may be a good choice in certain cir-
cumstances, it can never replace the human sensibility that a family
member or friend who knows you and your values well could bring
to the table. In addition, many executors consider it an honor to be
appointed executor of a will even though it is an extremely time
consuming and thankless task.

If you decide to appoint a corporate executor, it is important to
communicate that decision to your beneficiaries and explain your
reasoning. Communication with key stakeholders and beneficiaries
is always a key component of good estate planningand cannot only
ensure family harmony after you are gone, but it can also help
minimize needless estate litigation.

Tina Tehranchian, MA, CFP1, CLU1, CHFC1, is a senior wealth ad-
visor and branch manager at Assante Capital Management Ltd. in
Richmond Hill, Ontario and can be reached at (905) 707-5220 or
through her website at www.tinatehranchian.com. Assante Capital
Management Ltd. is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection

Fund and the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Ca-
nada.

INTERNATIONAL TAX EVASION: COURTS IN
FRANCEAREGETTING TOUGHER

By David W. Chodikoff, Editor-in-Chief of Taxes & Wealth
Management and Partner at Miller Thomson LLP in the Tax &
Customs Dispute Resolution Group

It was just over a week ago that a French Court found the Swiss
banking giant UBS AG guilty of illegally soliciting clients and
laundering the proceeds of tax evasion. The Court’s president,
Christine Mee, said in her ruling that the Court could only conclude
that “(UBS) consistently put its own financial interests over the
sovereign rights of the French state. . . Hence, the crimes are ex-
ceptionally serious.” This may explain why the Court ordered that
the Bank pay $4.5 Billion Euros (yes, that is billion with a “B”!) in
penalties. The amount of the penalties actually exceed the banks
net profit for 2018.

The Court’s decision is reflective of the change in French society.
Banking law professor Thierry Bonneau fromParis Pantheon Assas
University stated that the decision “is a clear signal to all financial
intermediaries that you will be punished severely if you don’t be-
have.” Professor Bonneay further noted that “they will have to be
excessively prudent on all these questions of tax fraud.”

Commenting on the ruling, UBS General Counsel Markus Diethem
stated that “this decision is incomprehensible, we will appeal. . .we
have seen no facts and no evidence.”

The Appeal could take years before reaching a conclusion and
verdict. In themeantime, UBSwill not have to pay anything in fines.
Yet, in this case, the total of the penalties is a record for France and
sends a particular message to all financial institutions.

This is not the first time UBS AG finds itself in hot water with State
revenue authorities. In the US, in 2009, UBS reached a settlement
on similar matters for the sum of $780 Million and in 2014, UBS
settled with German tax authorities for $300 million.

David W. Chodikoff, Editor-in-Chief of Taxes & Wealth Manage-
ment, and Partner at Miller Thomson LLP in the Tax & Customs
Dispute Resolution Group, can be reached at 416-595-8626 or
dchodikoff@millerthomson.com.

CASESOFNOTE

Louie v. The Queen, 2018 CarswellNat 7016 TCC [General Proce-
dure] — The taxpayer was a sophisticated investor who held a tax-
free savingsaccount (“TFSA”), a direct tradingaccount (“CDN”) and
a registered retirement savings account (“RRSP”) at the same
brokerage firm. During the 2009 taxation year, the taxpayer carried
out 71 share exchange transactions (i.e., swap transactions), which
involved the transfer of shares between her TFSA, CDN and RRSP,
and the value of her TFSA increased significantly as a result. The
taxpayer did not make any swap transactions after October 2009.
The taxpayer’s TFSA also increased in value in 2010 and 2012 but
suffered losses in 2011. The Minister reassessed the taxpayer for
Part XI.01 tax for the 2009, 2010 and 2012 taxation years on the
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basis that the swap transactions had created an “advantage” as
defined in section 207.01 of the Income Tax Act. The taxpayer ap-
pealed and the appeal was allowed in part. The Court concluded
that the taxpayer had received an advantage in relation to her TFSA
in2009 since the parties in charge of theRRSPandCDNdid not act
“prudently, knowledgeably and willingly”, as all the swap trans-
actions were carried out in such a way as to favour the TFSA to the
detriment of the RRSP and CDN. The Court concluded, therefore,
that the series of swap transactions would not have occurred if the
parties had been dealing at arm’s length. However, the taxpayer
was not engaging in swap transactions during the 2010 and 2012
taxation years, so in the Court’s view, it was reasonable to attribute
the increases in the value of her TFSA during those years to market
forces. The appeal for the 2009 taxation year was therefore dis-
missed, and the appeals for the 2010 and 2012 taxation years were
allowed.

Stewart v. The Queen, 2018 CarswellNat 6178 TCC [Informal
Procedure] — In his tax return for the 2015 tax year, the taxpayer
deducted $17,089 as spousal support, which included $2,056 paid
directly to an insurer for health insurance for his former spouse,who
included the total amount in her income for the year. The deduction
for $2,056 was disallowed on assessment as not constituting
spousal support, the taxpayer appealed and the appeal was al-
lowed. The Court held that the agreement made between the
former spouses provided that a total support amount paid by the
taxpayer was to be increased by the full amount of the cost of
medical coverage, and that the taxpayer’s former spouse had re-
quested that the taxpayer make such payments directly to the
insurer for convenience purposes. The Court noted that, as the
former spouse had directed the taxpayer tomake such payment on
her behalf, she clearly had discretion and control as to how the
money should be spent. While the agreement between them did
not specifically state that the amount paid for health insurancewas
deductible for tax purposes, the Court held that a deduction was
claimable by the taxpayer. The Court concluded that the sub-
sequent conduct of the parties with respect to the disputed pay-
ment reflected their intention that the medical payment was
intended to be construed as periodic spousal support, and that
intention was corroborated by the actions of the former spouse in
including such amount in her income for the year.

Dicks v. The Queen, 2018 CarswellNat 6205 TCC [Informal Pro-
cedure] — The taxpayer and his spouse entered into a separation
agreement which provided for the payment by the taxpayer of
monthly spousal support payments in the amount of $1,200, with
such payments to terminate as of November 2014. A separate
provision in the agreement provided for the contribution by the
taxpayer of $200permonth to an investment of his former spouse’s
choice, beginning in January 2012 and continuing until the taxpayer
reached age60.During 2015, the taxpayer deposited the payments
of $200 per month into his former spouse’s bank account, and
deducted the payments on his return for the year as spousal sup-
port payments. The Minister denied the deduction, the taxpayer
appealed and the appeal was dismissed. The Court noted that, in
order to qualify as spousal support, the payments must meet the
four criteria set out in subsection 56.1(4) of the Income Tax Act. The
jurisprudence has interpreted the criteria to require that, in order to
qualify as support payments: the payments must be an allowance
payable on a periodic basis for maintenance of the recipient or
children or both, the recipient must have discretion as to the use of
the amount, the recipient and the payer were living separate and

apart, and that the amount is receivable under an order of a
competent tribunal or under a written agreement. The Court re-
viewed the terms of the separation agreement between the former
spouses and concluded that the specific language of the agree-
mentmade it clear that the $200monthly payments for investment
were not intendedby either spouse to constitute support payments.
The Court also held that such payments did not qualify as support
payments as they were not for the maintenance of the recipient
spouse.

Ross v. The Queen, 2018 CarswellNat 6231 TCC [Informal Proce-
dure] — The taxpayer made five payments to his former spouse
during the 2015 tax year, in the amounts and on the schedule set
out in their separation agreement, and claimed a deduction for the
payments in his tax return for the year. The Minister disallowed the
deduction for some of the payments, on the basis that they did not
constitute spousal support eligible for a deduction, as theywere not
“paid as an allowance on a periodic basis for the maintenance of a
former spouse”. The taxpayer appealed from that assessment and
the appealwas allowed. TheCourt held that the paymentsmadeby
the taxpayer fulfilled the statutory requirements. The payments
had been made to the taxpayer’s former spouse, pursuant to a
separation agreement. While the payments were made in unequal
amounts,were seasonal in nature, and includedapayment-in-kind,
they reflected the seasonal nature of the taxpayer’s income and the
fact that monthly payments would have been difficult for him to
make on a timely basis due to the taxpayer’s irregular cash flow. In
particular, theCourt noted that the date of each payment coincided
on or near the predicted payment dates for the taxpayer’s personal
and seasonal cash flow. The Court concluded that the irregular
nature of the payments did not cause the payments to be lump sum
capital amounts, where the balance of other factors tilted toward
their characterization as payments on a periodic basis for main-
tenance. Accordingly, the payments constituted spousal support
payments which were properly deducted by the taxpayer.

ONTHERADAR—RECENT CRA VIEWS
(MARCH 2019)

On January 23, 2019, the CRA released 16 Views documents con-
taining the CRA’s written answers to questions that were posed at
the 2018 National Canadian Tax Foundation (CTF) Conference
Roundtable in November 2018. Several of the Views documents
dealing with the tax on split income (TOSI) and the advantage tax
rules are summarized below.

TOSI — EXCLUDED AMOUNT & NON-RELATED
BUSINESS EXCEPTION

At the 2018 National CTF Conference Roundtable, the CRA was
asked to clarify its position on the “excluded shares” and “related
business” exclusions to the TOSI in the context of the hypothetical
scenarios below (CRA Views document 2018-0779981C6).

Scenario 1:Mr. andMrs. A are spouses, both over 25 years old and
are resident in Canada. Each own 50% of the shares of ACo, which
in the past had carried on a business (the “Old Business”) in which
Mrs. A had been actively engaged on a regular, continuous and
substantial basis for at least five prior taxation years. Mr. A was
never involved in or contributed to the Old Business. ACo disposed
of theOldBusiness two years ago, andACo’s only activity since then
has been the investment of the sale proceeds and the historical
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retained earnings from the Old Business. In the current year, ACo
declared a taxable dividend to Mr. and Mrs. A.

Question A: If ACo’s investment activities constituted a business
during ACo’s last taxation year and generated positive gross rev-
enue during that year, can the CRA confirm that Mr. and Mrs. A’s
shares in ACo constitute “excluded shares” in the current year?

The CRA confirmed that if the investment activities constituted a
“business”, the excluded shares exception would apply.

Question B: In the case where ACo’s investment activities did not
constitute a business, can the CRA confirm that the dividend de-
clared in favour of both Mr. and Mrs. A will not be considered split
income given that the dividend is not derived directly or indirectly
from a related business in respect of the individuals for the year?
More specifically, can the CRA confirm that even if the dividend is
considered to be derived directly or indirectly from the historical
retained earnings of the Old Business or from the proceeds of
disposition of the Old Business, it is not deriving it from a related
business “for the year”?

The CRA confirmed that even if the dividend was considered to be
derived directly or indirectly from the historical retained earnings of
the Old Business or from the proceeds of disposition of the Old
Business, it would not be derived from a related business “for the
year”, and thereforewould not be subject to theTOSI. This response is
dependent on the fact that the Old Business is no longer carried on
in the current year.

Scenario 2:Mr. andMrs. A are spouses, both over 25 years old and
are resident in Canada. Mrs. A is the sole shareholder of Opco. For
all relevant years,Opco is not a professional corporation and carries
on an operating business that is not a services business. Mr. A is the
sole shareholder of Serviceco but is not actively engaged on a
regular, continuous and substantial basis in the activities of Servi-
ceco. In Year 1, Serviceco’s incomewas derived from the provision of
services rendered to Opco. Serviceco does not pay any dividends to
Mr. A in Year 1. In Year 2, Serviceco does not render any services and
its activities for the year do not rise to a level sufficient for Serviceco
to be considered to have a business for the year.

Question C: Can the CRA comment on whether, in circumstances
whereServiceco’sYear 1 after-tax income is paidas adividend toMr.
A in Year 2, such dividend would constitute an “excluded amount”
pursuant to subparagraph (e)(i) of the definition?

The key differentiating factor in this scenario, as compared to
Scenario 1, is that the business of Opco continues to be carried on in
Year 2. By virtue of this fact, the CRA takes the position that the
dividend paid by Serviceco in Year 2 would be considered to have
been derived directly or indirectly from a related business (i.e., the
business ofOpco) “for the year” regardless of the fact that Serviceco
does not itself carry on a related business in the year. The CRA thus
stated that the dividend paid to Mr. A in Year 2 would “likely” be
subject to the TOSI.

TOSI — EXCLUDED SHARES & RELATED BUSINESS

At the 2018 National CTF Conference Roundtable, the CRA was
asked to clarify whether shares of an investment corporation could
qualify as excluded shares (CRA Views document 2018-
0780081C6). Specifically, at the 2018 STEP Roundtable (q.7), the
CRA took the position that where a corporation has no business

income because it derives income from property, the shares of the
corporation cannot be excluded shares; however, in examples 8
and 12 of the Guidance on the Application of the Split Income Rules
for Adults, shares of a corporation earning income from passive
investments qualified as excluded shares.

TheCRAnoted that its response at the 2018 STEPRoundtable (q.7)
was based on the assumption provided in the question that the
corporationwas not carryingonabusiness,while in examples8 and
12 of the Guidance it was assumed that the corporations were
carryingonabusiness.As such, since the condition in subparagraph
(a)(i) of the definition of “excluded shares” in subsection 120.4(1)
(i.e., that less than 90%of the business income of the corporation is
from the provision of services) was not met, the shares of the cor-
poration could not qualify as excluded shares. The examples in the
Guidancewereboth aimedat illustrating the exclusion for excluded
shares. Also, in order to demonstrate that the different exclusions
were not only applicable to entities carrying on an active business,
but also to entities carrying on a business the principal purpose of
which is to derive income from property, such as an investment
management corporation, the CRAmade the assumption that the
corporations in examples 8 and 12 of the Guidance maintained a
sufficient level of activity to support the view that their incomemay
be considered to be from such a business.

It is a question of fact as to whether income is from a business or
property, which can only be resolved after a review of all the facts
and circumstances.

APPLICATION OF ADVANTAGE TAX RULES TO
INVESTMENTMANAGEMENT FEES

At the 2018 National CTF Conference Roundtable, the CRA pro-
videdanupdateon theapplicationof theadvantage tax ruleswhere
investment management fees relating to securities held in an
RRSP, TFSA or other registered plan are paid by the plan holder
with funds from outside of the plan (CRA Views document 2018-
0785021C6).

The CRA initially proposed to apply the technical position effective
January 1, 2018, but subsequently deferred its implementation to
January 1, 2019. The CRA has considered a number of submissions
from various stakeholders and acknowledged that it is sensitive to
the concerns raised about the administrative difficulties in com-
plying with the position. The Department of Finance will be re-
viewing the issue from a tax policy perspective. As a result, in
document 2018-077926, the CRA announced that it would defer
implementation of the position pending completion of this review.

On October 1, 2018, the CRA published Folio S3-F10-C3, Ad-
vantages — RRSPs, RESPs, RRIFs, RDSPs and TFSAs, with a three-
month comment period. The Folio is largely silent on the treatment
of various fees incurred in connection with registered plans. Fol-
lowing the conclusion of the comment period and the Finance
review, the CRA intends to update the Folio to provide additional
guidance on fees (in addition to any changes resulting from sug-
gestions received during the comment period).
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